80         ENGLISH POLITICAL THEORY
Whether Shakespeare be really Bacon is still a point'
some care to argue. Certainly in their political theory
they agree, and in their political theory they are typical
of their time. For they have broken completely with
the faith and fantasies of religious communism and
natural law. They have no backward glances of regret-
ful farewell for the sturdy ethics of John Ball; they stand
facing the centuries of English ' Statism ', commercial
prosperity, and sternly benevolent Toryism.
One governing feature of the new regime was the
growth of production for profit as well as of production
for use, resulting in the evolution of a powerful merchant
class, usurping the sovereignty of the now enfeebled
guilds   and   spreading  their   commercial   theory   and
practice   widespread   over   the   community.     Conse-
quently new thoughts and new terms sprang up in the
minds and upon the tongues of men, a fact which was
certain to have reactions upon political theory.    The
business world began more and more to acknowledge
the vast importance and the binding validity of signed
deeds  and attested  agreements.    The  old  happy-go-
lucky trading of local fairs and markets, where custom
and tradition and the popular morality of ' the just
price ' ruled the transactions, yielded to large under-
takings and deeply planned schemes of merchanting
which involved complicated bargains, a fair degree of
organization, and the supremacy of contract.    There
had, of course, been elements of contract in the earlier
society;  the charter issued to borough and guild was
a species of contract and so were the numerous ordin-
ances within the guild, but agrarian feudalism rested far
more on the acceptance of status than on scraps of
paper.   The medieval economy had been so undeveloped
and so strongly traditional that the sudden growth of
contractual relations must have impressed itself very

